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Abstract 

Hydrochloric acid can be successfully recovered from spent pickling liquors with high 

efficiencies via pyrohydrolysis techniques. In the pickling solution feed, other metallic 

ions are typically present besides iron (mainly Fe2+) such as zinc(II). In order to avoid 

undesirable effects, zinc(II) has to be removed, because zinc chloride evaporates and 

sticks to the reactor walls, as well as it contaminates iron oxides product1. Moreover, zinc 

recovery is economically affordable because it allows the marketing of some products 

such as ZnCl2 and ZnSO4. 

In the present work, liquid-liquid extraction process has been selected to recover zinc(II) 

from pickling liquors, using suitable extractant agents. Co-extraction of other metals has 

also been considered, thus several extraction steps have been performed to regenerate the 

extractant besides to extract zinc. Mainly ferrous ions are recovered in these last steps in 

an aqueous solution that can be added to the spent liquor feed in the pyrohydrolysis plant. 

In particular, the influence of several parameters on the extraction process has been 

studied in order to determine the favourable conditions to achieve high extraction 

efficiencies of zinc(II) from the spent pickling liquor and high extractant recovery. 

Experimental design has been developed with the assistance of a statistical analyses 

software.   

Furthermore, liquid-liquid equilibrium data obtained experimentally in this work have 

been used to develop a numerical model in order to predict the phase behaviour of iron 

and zinc to design and optimise the zinc(II) removal units.  
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